
 

 

PLAGIARISM POLICY 

Plagiarism is the exploitative demonstration of replicating another person's earlier thoughts, 

cycles, results or words without express affirmation of the first creator and source. Self-

plagiarism happens when a creator uses enormous piece of his/her own recently distributed work 

without utilizing proper references. This can go from getting a similar composition distributed in 

various diaries to adjusting a formerly distributed original copy for certain new information. 

 

The editorial board of INDIAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH CARE, MEDICAL & 

PHARMACY PRACTICE (IJHMP) recognizes that plagiarism is not acceptable and therefore 

establishes the following policy stating specific actions when plagiarism is identified in an article 

that is submitted for publication in IJHMP.  

 

The diary is rigorously against any dishonest demonstration of duplicating or plagiarism in any 

structure. Plagiarism is said to have happened when huge parts of a composition have been 

duplicated from existing recently distributed assets. Compositions discovered to be counterfeited 

during beginning phases of survey are out-properly dismissed and not considered for distribution 

in the diary. On the off chance that a composition is discovered to be appropriated after 

distribution, the Editor-in-Chief will direct starter examination, might be with the assistance of a 

reasonable advisory group established for the reason. On the off chance that the composition is 

discovered to be appropriated past as far as possible, the diary will contact the creator's 

Institute/College/University and Funding Agency, assuming any. An assurance of offense will 

lead diary to run an explanation bi-directional connected online to and from the first paper, to 

take note of the plagiarism and give a reference to the counterfeited material. The paper 

containing the plagiarism will likewise be set apart on each page of the PDF. Endless supply of 

the degree of plagiarism, the paper may likewise be officially withdrawn. 

All authors submitting articles to journal are expected to abide ethical standards and abstain from 

plagiarism, in any form. In case, an author is found to be suspected of plagiarism in a submitted 



or published manuscript then, journal shall contact the author (s) to submit his / her (their) 

explanation within two weeks. If journal does not receive any response from the author within 

the stipulated time period, then the Director / Dean / Head of the concerned College, Institution 

or Organization or the Vice Chancellor of the University to which the author is affiliated shall be 

contacted to take strict action against the concerned author. 

 

 


